Nuclear-recessive mutations of factors involved in mitochondrial translation are responsible for age-related respiration deficiency of human skin fibroblasts.
We addressed the question of whether both mitochondrial and cytoplasmic translation activities decreased simultaneously in human skin fibroblasts with the age of the donors and found that the age-related reduction was limited to mitochondrial translation. Then, to determine which genome, mitochondrial or nuclear, was responsible for this age-related, mitochondria-specific reduction, pure nuclear transfer was carried out from mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)-less HeLa cells to four fibroblast lines, two from aged subjects, one from a fetus, and one from a patient with cardiomyopathy, and their nuclear hybrid clones were isolated. A normal fibroblast line from the fetus and a respiration-deficient fibroblast line from the patient were used as a positive and a negative control, respectively. Subsequently, the mitochondrial translation and respiration properties of the nuclear hybrid clones were compared. A negative control experiment showed that this procedure could be used to isolate even nuclear hybrids expressing overall mitochondrial respiration deficiency, whereas no respiration deficiencies were observed in any nuclear hybrids irrespective of whether their mtDNAs were exclusively derived from aged or fetal donors. These observations suggest that nuclear-recessive mutations of factors involved in mitochondrial translation but not mtDNA mutations are responsible for age-related respiration deficiency of human fibroblasts.